Your ex is dating someone who looks like you

It does make sense. There is literally nothing you can say to them that will turn their negative emotions into positive ones. Do they post
pictures on facebook specifically to push your buttons. The truth is your ex is hurt and probably confused about their feelings for you. I
myself did not cope, I was stressed, pregnant and was constantly negative and admittedly was a horrible person to be around. I know
this makes me seem like a horrible person and him too. I dont think it is strange no as people generally have a type. Anyhow, during the
first two years he asked on various occasions, hundreds of times, for me to tell him I would be wit him, even one day, and I didn't have
to say when. Meet singles at DateHookup. Do you think it's strange to only date your ex is dating someone who looks like you certain
type one after the other. Seeing you actually improving in your life is going to make them second guess their decision to breakup. Do
we behave in such consistently repetitive ways that, at heart, we are as dull as we seem on the a. He was very mean and I know thats
not fair to the person cause hes not him but id look at him in fear since my ex use to beat me. He obviously has feelings for her too
though he says he can never love anyone like he loves me. Besides that, we had great communication, lots of fun, and future plans, like
moving in the house he's buying right now. And in reality, analyzing their behavior is not going to help you get your ex back or move on.
The comparison of looks, same name, same kind of job or same hobbies, etc. Do you think that's creepy or unhealthy. This behavior
simply means that they are confused about their feelings for you. If you respond to their unstable behavior, you are showing a sign of
neediness. You can still contact them. Tell him you need some space and do no contact for a week or two. Not exactly, everyone likes
a certain type of person appearance, personality so basically they just date the type that they like. We work together too, different
depts, and I am interviewing as I can't be there if he goes through with the marriage. Meet singles at DateHookup. Besides that, we
had great communication, lots of fun, and future plans, like moving in the house he's buying right now. Others would never date
someone that looks like yoir ex. Continue loving yourself and becoming a better version of yourself. They miss you and want to spend
time with you, but they are stopping themselves because they think you are not good for them. And that friend also told Many lies
about me too and Moreover My girl's parents are Not okay with Love because of Thier status and dignity issues. What would you
advice?

